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Abstract 
Peniche’s bobbin lace has been a victim of the lack of demand for the product and the decrease of artisans who wish to 
manufacture it. The Bobbin lace is primarily generated on a small scale and most of the times for personal consumption. Apart 
from a few occasional orders these are the reasons that still maintain the artisanal production of bobbin lace. Identifying the 
problem of discontinuity of traditions and the lack of framing of these with contemporaneity arises combined with the remoteness 
of younger generations. In what design can it contribute to change this mercantile perspective? 
Getting the lace makers motivated for the production of different types of bobbin lace, using new materials, preserving at the 
same time the cultural heritage,  it will be, in our opinion,  one of the opportunities to reverse its decline status. We also believe 
on developing contemporary products to appeal  the younger consumers, we’ll be capable of doing a direct association with 
bobbin lace. Therefore, the bobbin lace could be associated to other components outside the textile context by creating objects 
with materials like iron, plastic or rubber, not merely ornamental, but useful to the eyes of the final consumer. This 
resignification of the bobbin lace appeals to another meaning, more contemporary than the usual napron 
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1. Main text  
Located in the Portuguese coast, Peniche shows a strong and outstanding representation in the traditional 
handcraft. The weave of the bobbin lace has gone through centuries and today, it is still considered the city’s “ex 
libris”. Its undeniable identity has been carried on and directly related by almost all women from Peniche. 
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For most of these women, the bobbin lace has been learnt in the family context – from grandmothers to mothers 
and consequently to their daughters. However, those who weren’t this lucky, were able to learn how to weave at 
school. Peniche shows a wide range of lace schools that were initially professional schools and ended up by allowing 
the population learn it in an informal way. This apprenticeship was led by a teacher (also called “trainer”) who 
accompanies the whole process and all crafts. 
The work of the lacers have always competed with the work done by the industries, being the latter more 
economically profitable. This way, the weave started to be done in leisure time and seized by some women during 
their retirement period. Weaving helps these women from Peniche psychologically, even though they work hard 
enough to keep the tradition alive. It’s due to their sensitivity and enthusiasm in cooperation with the incentive of the 
local entities that the weave still survives.   
The links created upon the bobbin lace and the population have allowed investing in its development as well as in 
the maintenance of the identity of the population. The local entities’ interest in recovering and keeping this cultural 
heritage alive, has also allowed a even stronger devotion for the bobbin lace as being part of its history. 
However, in order not to lose its delight and trying not make it forgotten, some profound measures in this craft are 
still necessary. The local entities’ investment and the volunteering work of the lacers are sufficient to make this 
activity currently alive or even in the near future. Time has changed a great deal. The new apprentices don’t use the 
same vigour as their previous ones and above all the weaving of the bobbin has suffered some changes. As an 
example, one can mention the strip of the bed sheets which were traditionally done in bobbin lace (considered by 
some as a luxury) and presently it is no longer used. Its manufacture is rarely requested. 
Nowadays, the change in the use of the bobbin lace is even more visible. This has a lot to do with the change in 
the crafts and the change in some people’s lifestyles. It’s not enough to weave a napron as a souvenir if the work 
done is not shown to anybody. This attitude won’t keep the tradition alive and it won’t surely give its future younger 
generations the right to know the real value of this identity of Peniche. 
In this case, the design of the product shows up as an ally of this cause. As far as its traditional conception is 
concerned, the younger generations show certain reluctance to it. However, these generations are the ones which are 
mostly responsible for its consumption. If the consumers distance themselves from this production, its demand will 
decrease. The intervention of the design will gather the tradition to its contemporaneity. 
“It is design’s ability to operate through ‘things’ and ‘systems’ that makes it particularly suitable for dealing with 
contemporary societal, economic and environmental issues” [2]. 
The design has arrived to shorten these necessities. Its main goal is to help and improve the quality of people’s 
lives. This way, we suggest the change in the traditional thread use (100% cotton) to alternative thread like 
synthetics or biodegradable ones. Cords, strings, resistant thread should be experimented. These experiments will 
allow the direct loss and still the very current association with Peniche’s bobbin lace, the association with the 
napron. The most part of the production of today’s bobbin lace is connected with the napron even though it is not 
very used nowadays. 
The gold thread can be found in some segments of handicrafts like crochet, embroidery or needlework. This gold 
thread allows several combinations between viscose and metalized polyester, by changing not only the process 
which due to its thickness needs a certain weave but also some caution not to undo it. This process completely 
changes the result and a s a final product, one can have small objects which can be used as fashion ornaments and/or 
ornaments in general. 
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Fig. 1 – Bracelets done in gold and silver thread. Source: picture from the lacer, Escola de Rendas, Peniche, Portugal, 10th November 2014 
 
The use of different materials will automatically allow other objects. The design plays a strong role in this 
change. This way, the relation between the design and people’s lives becomes intense and direct. The professional of 
the design doesn’t act only on himself – he gets involved with the community and after realising its specific needs, 
he acts by involving everybody’s interests. Being the bobbin lace the identity of Peniche, it involves the historical 
recovery, the lacers who produce the bobbin lace, the local entity and the local community which recognises the 
bobbin lace as an identity mark of the town. 
Whenever new products are suggested, we aim at shorten distances between the objects that can be used from the 
history of the community. This way, we are improving the object itself even more – the bobbin lace which will be 
shown as culture and heritage. This project aims at establishing some changes mainly in the economic field of the 
region – its goal is to reedit and reinvent tradition. This is a very important and necessary contribute upon a process 
that has been losing room and supporters as it hasn’t followed up the constant changes of the contemporary world. 
This product design doesn’t end up here. The design that serves a community, seeks for deepening this 
Resignification of the bobbin lace. From this one, a wider project has been thought, gathering other surfaces that can 
be explored through the bobbin lace. The project consists of 3 different steps: Comprehension, Proposition and 
Definition. 
 
Step 1: Comprehension – Present situation 
The low rate in the demand of the bobbin lace (both in its learning process and in its consumption) shows that it 
is far from being an object considered as a community heritage. 
a. Defining the problem: 
The lack of closeness and affection of the younger generations. 
The evolution in the weave and its traditional ornaments in a balanced way. 
b. Identifying opportunities: 
Motivating weavers to produce different types of lacing. Thus, using and experimenting different materials will 
allow the bobbin lace keep its cultural legacy. 
c. Defining the goal: 
Creating and associating it to everyday life, both by its presence and by its traditional ornaments to preserve and 
pass it on to the younger generations. 
 
Step 2 . Proposition 
a. Creating concepts: 
Bringing the bobbin lace and the public closer, especially the younger public, by using more colours and different 
materials. At the same time, studying the association of the bobbin lace with other objects where it can be seen and 
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used. Acting in such a way it can contribute for its sale and its derived products in different commercial places. 
b. Creating guidelines 
What to do to attract younger public ? 
The proposals must cover consumers from different ages, overcoming this way the present age group (elderly 
women).  
 
c. Creating alternatives 
One must associate the bobbin lace to other materials and create different objects so that the bobbin lace won’t 
have a direct association with the napron. These new objects must be useful and usable not only as decoration but 
also as an ornament connected to one’s desire. This way, one is attracting clients under their personal likes. 
Likewise, it is necessary to change the textile context and use other materials such as iron, plastic or rubber. 
 
Step 3. Definition 
d. Definition: 
 One has chosen to create pens with exterior textures and different patterns by using the bobbin lace. The 
choice of transforming a pen is based on its utility in different group ages and sexes. It’s a small object, not that 
expensive which can be used as a souvenir from Peniche as Peniche is a well known place due to the bobbin lace. 
e. Expected results 
By using the bobbin lace in different objects, one aims at the direct association of the lace itself and its beauty 
with the strong possibility of keeping a tradition in mind. 
f. Final considerations 
One expect that the objects that use the bobbin lace, by including different colours or even patterns, will be 
recognised in the direct association with the bobbin lace itself. It is also expected that it would have a great effect in 
the consumer rather than the bobbin lace napron. This new reality will be more appealing and it allows the consumer 
to be in touch with the bobbin lace on a more regular basis. 
 
 
Fig 2: A pen with a bobbin lace pattern. Source: The lacer herself, designed for the project. 5th June 2014 
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Fig. 3: A pen with a bobbin lace pattern. Source: The lacer herself, designed for the project. 7th June 2014 
 
Fig 4: A pen with a bobbin lace pattern. Source: The lacer herself, designed for the project. 7th June 2014 
 
 
Fig 5: A pen with a bobbin lace pattern by using rubber. Source: The lacer herself, designed for the project. 10th June 2014 
 
This way, one aims at shortening the relationships with the bobbin lace as well as the product itself – this 
engagement is considered to be a way of showing the design’s policy. The bobbin lace will shorten its relationships 
with the design, different professional fields but above all with its consumers. All these different fields will have the 
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possibility of adding the bobbin lace a much more valuable recognition like this tradition deserves to be taken into 
account. As it is a traditional product, the bobbin lace is still weaved in a traditional way and at the same time it still 
keeps its social acceptance. Gathering the traditional and the modern part of it allows the bobbin lace to be part of a 
more modern and more contemporary concept. Thus, it gets a different presentation, a different handling and 
establishes different relations. 
2. Conclusion 
This Project is part of a series of studies for the resignification of Peniche’s bobbin lace. Peniche above all, it 
allows to improve culture based on the care upon things, mainly tradition, history and the identity of its people. Both 
knowledge and preserving measures are important factors to take into account. 
Establishing a relationship between the bobbin lace (that has been crossing centuries) with modernity and the 
objects we use nowadays, allows links between both subjects which compete in opposing sides. Shortening the past 
and the present leads to new possibilities of presenting products and the creation of these products themselves will 
be much more valuable. Investing in the heritage in such an innovative way is also a way of keeping tradition alive. 
These objects will become appealing to the consumers who don’t usually buy the bobbin lace as an ornament, but as 
a cultural and heritage value. 
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